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GENERAL REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF TEE CONFERENCE ON SOIL MECHANICS AMD FOUNDATION ENGINEERING
For ’the information of those interested in "the origin of this Conf1or0 110 0 , its preparatory organi
zation, and the activities during the Conference week, the following report is written. At the same
time it will serve as a permanent reoord of the most important events and of the ohronologioal order
of the meetings, which order could not be followed in the presentation of the papers and discussions
in this volume. However, this report should not be considered as a complete reoord of all events that
would be worthwhile recounting* It is only the setting, or frame, for a great many interesting happens
ings and personal oontaots whioh will remain pleasant memories for those who have participated.
Purpose of the Conference and its Organization
The need for suoh a Conferenoe originated in the diffioulty for engineers, as well as specialists
in the field of soil meohanics, to keep abreast of the increasingly rapid developments of soientifio
methods for the analysis of problems in Earth and Foundation Engineering. The oelebration of the three
hundredth anniversary of the founding of Harvard University provided a welcome opportunity to suggest
to the authorities of Harvard University that suoh a Conferenoe be included in the program of the
Tercentenary Celebration. The response was most gratifying. The University agreed not only to finanoe
this undertaking but also to provide free living quarters and other conveniences for the Members of the
Conferenoe*
Considerable thought was given to the organization of the Conferenoe in order that the following
primary purposes might be accomplished in the most effeoient way:
(1) To make a survey of investigations in progress in the various Soil Meohanics Laboratories of the
world.
(2) To collect as much information as possible on the reoent developments in Earth and Foundation
Engineering and to make them available to all interested engineers.
(3) To oompare and coordinate experiences and the results of researoh.
(I4.) To initiate oloser cooperation for the purpose of advanoing the soientifio study of problems in
Earth and Foundation Engineering*
No restrictions were placed on the number of contributions, provided they were within the soope of
the Conferenoe. However, to make it financially possible that all papers oould be inoluded in the
Proceedings and that, in order to stimulate discussions, these papers would be available in printed
form prior to the Conferenoe, certain restrictions in regard to the length of the papers which oould
be inoluded in the printed Proceedings had to be adopted. Of the entire number of 160 contributions
whioh were acoepted prior to the Conferenoe, only 20 were submitted in suoh oomplete form that the
entire paper oould not be printed. A list of these papers, and the addresses from where they can be
borrowed, are contained in the Foreword to Volume II of the Proceedings*
In addition to the disoussions which were presented at the Conferenoe, and the written discussions,
numerous oral and written oamments were reoeived on the contents of the Proceedings. Among these
there were many of suffioient general interest to suggest that they be inoluded among the disoussions.
Requests that suoh oamments be contributed in the form of a written disoussion were not always fulfilled*
Therefore, the Editorial Board took the liberty of including some of them in the form of brief state
ments among the disoussions, without tihttHng the authors*
The language requirement was admittedly a hardship to many Members* On the other hand the use of
a single language made it possible for two volumes of the Prooeedings to be printed prior to the
Conference} and the faot that only one language was used in the meetings and disoussions has apparently
been one of the important faotors whioh contributed to the sucoess of the Conference#
All contributions were classified according to subject matter into the following 15 groups 1
A. Reports from Soil Mechanics Laboratories on Testing Apparatus, Teohnique of Testing
Investigation in Progress.
B. Exploration of Soil Conditions and Sampling Operations*
C* Regional Soil Studies for Engineering Purposes*
D*

Soil Properties (with particular attention to shearing resistance and consolidation character
istics).

E.

Stress Distribution in Soils.

F.

Settlement of Struotures*

G*

Stability of Earth and Foundation Works and of Natural Slopes (inoluding stability of Hnimi
and weirs)*

H,

Bearing Capaoity of Piles*

I* Pile Loading Tests.
J* Earth Pressure against Retaining Walls, Excavation Sheeting, Tunnel Linings, etc*
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K.

Ground Y«'ater Movement and Seepage.

L. Soil Problems in Highway Engineering including Frost Aotion in Soil6 .
M. Methods for Improving the Physical Properties of Soils for Engineering Purpoees, including
Reoent Developments in Constructing and Compaoting Earth Fills*
N. Modem Methods of Design and Construotion of Foundations.
Z. Miscellaneous. (Contributions whioh could not readily be classified into one of the above
divisions; or which for teohnical reasons oould not be inoluded in the respective division.)
Throughout the entire Proceedings the contributions were arranged in accordance with the above
grouping. Within each group the contributions are numbered oonsecutively. This system of classifica
tion, together with the general index and the author index, has proven so satisfactory that all papers,
and the discussions presented in the meetings of the Conference, were rearranged to follow the some
6 y6 tem for this volume. However, sinoe it appears desirable to keep on reoord the actual progress of
the meetings and other events of the Conference, a oorrected and supplemented program is inoluded in
this report.
General Notes on the Membership of the Conferenoe
Prior to the Conferenoe numerous inquiries were reoeived from engineers interested in the aims of
the Conference who desired to obtain the Frooeedings but found themselves unable to attend in person.
In order to embrace as large an interested group as possible, the Committee on Organization created
the grade of Absentee Member. Organizations were permitted to join as Absentee Members.
Originally the membership fee was set at $5*00 which included the Proceedings and free living
accomodations and other priveleges during the Conference. However, when the Committee on Organization
realized that the number of papers submitted would be more than twice the estimated number and hence
the printing cost6 more than doubled, it was deoided that the membership foe should be ten dollars for
those applying after May 15, 193^* The special rate of four dollars for libraries was also discontinued
after that date.
A complete membership list arranged acoording to countries, is oontained in the Appendix of this
volume. The total membership consists of 206 Participating Members and of 181 Absentee Members.
Reoord of Meetings and other Events of the Conference
Friday Afternoon. June 19«
Members arriving at the Hotel Shelton in New York City were met and welcomed by the members of the
New York Reoeption Committee, composed of distinguished American engineers. Members of the Conference
were supplied with maps and printed information conoerning outstanding engineering projects and other
points of interest in New York and with the program for the official reception, to be held that evening,
and for the excursions on the following days.
At 7*00 P.M. the company assembled in a private dining-room on the 6 /+th floor of the R. C. A.
Building, Rookefeller Center, where Members and their families were cordially welcomed by the membera
of the Reception Committee, other invited engineers from New York, and their wives. Cocktail6 and
other refreshments were served and brief remarks of welcome were spoken by Mr. Robert Ridgway, President
Karl von Terzaghi, and the Secretary. The oompany then moved up to the Rainbow Grill, on the 6 5 th
floor, where a section had been reserved for the dinner. The hearty welcome of the New York engineers
and the excellent dinner croated an atmosphere of mutual interest and goodfellowship whioh prevailed
throughout the evening and extended to the meetings of the Conference.
Saturday, June 20. Excursion to West Point.
Busses carrying 6 ixty-eight persons, including Members and their hosts and members of families,
left the Shelton Hotel at 9:00 A. M. The route followed the famous Westchester County Parkways,
passing the Kensico Dam and Croton lake, oros6 ing the Hudson River over the Bear Mountain Bridge to
West Point, The United States Military Academy. After lunoheon at the Thayer-West Point Inn, the
grounds and various buildings of the Academy were visited. The return trip was made along the west
side of the Hudson River to the George Washington Bridge; the bridge structure was inspected, and thenoe
along Riverside Drive to the hotel.
Sunday, June 21. Excursion to New Jersey.
In the forenoon one group chartereda bus for a trip through the Holland Tunnel and over the
New Jersey Elevated Highway to the Newark Airport. On the return trip a visit was paid to the top of
the Rockefeller Tower from whioh a clear sky permitted a wonderful view of Manhattan and its surround
ings. Other groups visited Museums, usually ending in a visit to the top of the Empire State Building
or the Rockefeller Tower.
In the afternoon, at 3:00 P.M. the Members and some of their hosts who were planning to attend the
Conference, left from Grand Central Station for Boston In a reserved, modem, alr-oonditioned car*
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This ride to Boston was a pleasant interlude from the rather streneous preceding days and it was onlyregretted that no arrangements had been made to serve tea. For here was a very friendly group of
people, who though strangers two days before, were now attaohed to each other by many mutual interests*
Monday, June 22. First Meeting*
Forenoon
1 0 .0 0

Opening of the Conference, Main Lecture Room in Pierce Hall, Graduate Sohool of
Engineering. Opening Remarks by A. Casagrande, presiding, (p. 11)

10 * 15

Address of Welcome by James Bryant Conant, President of Harvard University.

10 *1- 5

Address by President Karl von Terzaghi*

11.35

Address of Welcome by the Chairman of the American Committee, Vice-President Daniel E*
Moran, (p. 18)

(p*

13

(p*ll )

)

Second Meeting.
Afternoon - Ole Singstad, presiding
2 *0 0 -2 . 5 0

Lecture by Carlton S* Prootor (New York) on the Foundations of the San-Francisoo-Oakland
Bay Bridge. (N-10)

2 *50 -3 * 10

Opening Discussion by Lazarus White (New York) on Seotion Ni
and Construction of Foundations* (N-II4.)

3.10-2+.00

General Discussion:

5 .0 0

Reoeption by the President of Harvard University, at the President's House, for Members
and their families* A delightful garden party which all members thoroughly enjoyed.

6 .3 0

Weloome Dinner at the Harvard Union. Professor H* R. Mimno, Acting Dean, presiding.
Members and their families were guests of the Faculty of Engineering. Address by
Jerome D* Green, Director of the Harvard Tercentenary Celebration.

8 .30

Visit to the Harvard University Museum (the famous Glass Flowers, the Harvard Forestry
Exhibit, and other items of special interest)*

Modern Methods of Design

Jose A. Cuevas, Lazarus White, Karl v. Terzaghi.

(N-15 )

Tuesday, June 25* Third Meeting.
Forenoon - Glennon Gilboy, presiding
9.00-9*1;0

Lecture by A. E* Bretting (Denmark) on the Foundations of Modern Bridges in Denmark.
(N-11)

9*i(.0-10*00 Motion Pictures on Soil Testing Procedures at the U. S. Army Engineers Soil Meohanics
Laboratory, at Zanesville, Ohio* Comments by T* T* Rnappen and R. R* Philippe* (U.S. .J
10*00-10*20 Opening Disoussions by D. W* Taylor (Cambridge, Mass.) on Seotion Ci Regional Soil
Studies for Engineering Purposes, and Seotion D» Soil Properties. (D-15 )
10.20-12.00 General Disoussion: H. F. Winterkorn, (l>-l6 ), D. M. Bunnister (D-17 ), W. P. Kimball
(D-18), G* Tschebotareff (&-19), P. Raes (N-l6 ), C. A. Hogentogler (D-20), L. White
(D-3 2 ), G. E* Ekblaw (D-2l), L. F. Cooling (D-22).
Fourth Meeting
Afternoon - A. E. Cummings, presiding
2*00-2*l|0

Leoture by Jose A. Cuevas (Mexico) on Foundation Conditions in Mexico City. (N-17 )

2.1(.0-3»20

Leoture by W* S. Hanna and G. Tsohebotareff (Egypt) on Settlement Observations in
Cairo, Egypt. (F-l, Vol. I)

3*20-3*50

Opening Disoussion by Karl von Terzaghi (Austria) on Seotion F:
Structures* (F-l6 )

Settlement of

3«50-5«00

General Disoussion: D. M. Burmister (F-17 ), R. Tillman (F-18), W. Loos (F-20)t
K. v. Terzaghi (Z-22).

8 * 15

Pop Symphony Concert, Boston Symphony Hall.
of Harvard University.

Members and their families were guests

Wednesday, June 2 J4.. Fifth Meeting.
Forenoon - R. E. Bakenhus, presiding
9 .00-9 .5 O

Leoture by Prof. A. Agatz (Germany) on Experiences in the Construotion of Harbor Works
in Bremen and Bremerhaven. (N-12;

9.50-10.20 Opening Disoussions by F. Kogler (Germany) on Seotion Et . Stress Distribution in Soils
(&-12); and by J. S. Crandall (Cambridge, Mass.) on Sections H and I: Bearing Capacity
of Piles and Pile Loading Tests (H-7 ).
10.30-12.00 General Discussions J. G. Mason (IU8 ), R. Pietkovrski (H^-9 )# R» D. Mind1in (E-13 ),
D. M. Burmister (E-II4.), D. P. Krynine (E-15 ), L. White (H-lo), P. Raes, (H-ll),
G. Tsohebotareff (H-12), C. S. Proctor (H-13 ), K. Haugeto (B-lij.), B. K. Hough (&-l6 )',
A. E. Cummings (B-ll).
Sixth Meeting.
Afternoon - F. A. Marston, presiding
2.002.1i,0

Lecture by G. Rodio (Italy) on the Foundation of the Building "la Basilese Vita" in
Lugano, a Description of Modern Methods of Deep Foundation Construotion. (N-13 )

2ji.0-3.10

Leoture by W. Loos (Germany) on Comparative Studies of the Effectiveness of Different
Methods for Compacting Cohesionless Soils, (lt-5)

3.10-3.1+0

Motion Pictures on Modern Methods of Earth Dam Construction, with explanatory comments
by T. T. Knappen and R. R..Philippe (Zanesville, Ohio).

3.1|.0-3.50

Opening Disoussions by H. A. Mohr (Cambridge, Mass.), on Seotion B: Exploration of
Soil Conditions and Sampling Operations (B-9)j and by Karl von Terzaghi (Austria) on
Seotion M: Methods for Improving the Physical Properties of Soils for Engineering
Purposes (M-6 ).

I4..00-5*00

General Discussion: Daniel E. Moran (read by W. P. Kimball) (B-IO), E. W. Vaughan
(B-15), w * s* Housel (F-21;), E. F. Bennett (B-11), H. E. Russell (B-13 ), D. M.
Burmister (B-12), S. J. Buchanan (B-H4.), C. S. Proctor (Proposal for continuation of
the work of the Conference see p. 5 ).

6 .3 0

Committee on Bearing Value of Pile Foundations of the American Society of Civil
Engineers. Dinner Meeting. (&-18)

8 .00-10.JO

For Members and their families: Group visits to the Soil Mechanics Laboratories of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of Harvard University, with demonstrations.

Thursday, June 25• Seventh Meeting.
Forenoon - L. F. Harza, presiding
9.00-9.1;0

Lecture by K. R. Kennison and S. M. Dore (Boston, Mass.) on the Quabbin Projeot of
the Metropolitan Distriot Water Supply Comnission, with speoial emphasis on those
features which were to be inspected by the members on the following day.

10.00-1C.20 Motion Pictures on the Construction of the Largest Hydraulio Fill Dam in the World,
at Fort Peok, Montana, with explanatory oomments by G. A. Hathaway and T. A. Middle
brooks.
10.20-11.00 Opening Discussions by J. D. Justin (Philadelphia) on Seotion Ki Ground Water Move
ment and seepage (K-5jj and by F. A. Marston and Glennon Gilboy (Cambridge, Mass.)
on Section G: Stability of Earth and Foundation Works and of Natural Slopes. (G-10 & 11)
11.00-12.00 General Disoussion: D. W. Taylor (G-16), 0. Stevens (K-9), J. Ehrenberg (G-ll;),
T. T. Knappen (G-12), W. P. Craeger (K-6 ), T. A. Middlebrooks (G-15 ), D. M. Burmister

(K-7).
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Eighth Meeting
Afternoon - John R. Niohols, presiding
2*00-2*l;0

Leoture by G. Beskov (Sweden) on Frost Action in Soils and Its Relation to Highway
Engineering. (I~13)

2 .14,
0 -3 . 2 0

Motion Pictures on Irrigation in Mexioo, with explanatory oomments by F. Gomez-Perez.

3»2O-3.50

Opening Discussions by A. Casagrande on Section Js Earth Pressure, (J-7)j and by
C. A. Hogentogler on Section L: Problems in Highway Engineering, (l^9)»

3*50-5.00

General Discussion: K. v. Terzaghi (J-Q), H. F. Winterkom (L-10), R. D. Mindlin (J-9),
E. F. Bennett (I^ll), J. E. B* Jennings (J-10), D. M. Burmister (G-13 ), R. Tillmann (F-l°),
W. P. Kimball (F-22).

5*00-6*00

Special Meeting and Report of the Resolution Comnittee - C. R. Young, presiding*
(see pp. 6 - 7 I

8*00-10*30 For Members and their families! Group visits to the Soil Mechanics laboratories of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of Harvard University, with demonstrations.
Friday, June 26* Excursion to the Quabbin Pro.ject of the Metropolitan District Water Supply Camtnisaion*
This trip was arranged as a joint excursion with the Boston Sooiety of Civil Engineers. Over one
hundred Members of the Conference enjoyed the excursion which was favored by pleasant weather conditions.
While all construction details and the finished parts of the project were very interesting, particular
attention was paid by the Members to the modern methods of earth transportation, the construction of
rolled embankments, and all the details of the hydraulic sluicing process which is used for the con
struction of the major portion of the dams, (see Papers No. Z-l^ and Z-15 )
6*30 P.M. Farswell Dinner in the Banquet Hall of the historic Longfellows Wayside Inn at Sudbury, I,lass.
Other Members of the Conferenoe and the ladies had arrived at the Inn during the afternoon and
visited the antiques whioh Henry Ford has oollected to preserve the character of early American culture.
In spite of the faot that Henry Ford does not permit alooholio beverages in the Wayside Inn (which
was not learned until all arrangements for the farewell dinner were complete) thore prevailed a gay
spirit throughout the evening. Frank E. Winsor presided during the after dinner addresses by F. E*
Sohmitt (p. 19 ), A. Agatz (p. 21), and K. v. Terezaghi (p. 22). When the President of the Conferenoe
ended his address wishing "many happy returns to the Conference", enthusiastic applause refleoted the
thoughts of all present.
Saturday. June 27*
Joint Meeting of the Committee on Foundations and Soil Mechanics of the Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Eduoation, and of the Committee on Standardization of Symbols and Conventions, (see
report on p. 2 5 8 )*
Sunday, June 28 to Tuesday, June 30.
A group of twelve Members, mostly from European oountries, visited projects of the New Hampshire
State Highway Department* The visitors were particularly impressed by the excellent riding qualities
and the durability of the tar-surface treated gravel roads which represent a large peroentage of the
state highways* The construotion of such roads was inspeoted in all its details#
During this
excursion the visitors had ample opportunity to admire the scenic beauty of the White Mountains.
Suggestions for the Continuation of the Work of the Conferenoe and
Report by the Committee on Resolutions
At numerous informal occasions during the Conference one heard the desire expressed that the
valuable work of the Conference and the splendid spirit of cooperation of its Members should be con
tinued in form of an International Organization and that plans be made for a second Conferenoe to meet
a few years henoe*
The following proposal regarding the continuation of the work of the Conference was presented by
Mr. Carlton S. Prootor (New York) at the end of the sixth meeting, on Juno 2l|.j
"It seems to me that this is the time to give some thought to the continuanoe of this International
Conferenoe. This grows out of a good deal of disoussion which was had today at noon, by various members
of the Conferenoe, and rather than bring the idea up at the last moment when hasty aotion might be
necessary, it seemed to a number of us that it would be wiser to start the ball rolling at this time
to permit the opportunity for mature consideration and judgment*
I personally feel that this International Conferenoe marks a milestone in the history of engineer
ing, that the papers that have been presented here, the cooperative spirit, the attitude of engineer
and research expert in giving to the engineering world suoh data and statistios as they have available,
and in contributing toward the development of this new soienoe, is suoh that we oertainly must continue
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thi6 effort. A groat opportunity will be lost if the Conforenoe is not oontinued.
It seems to me that there are various suggestions that might be put into aotion. One is that the
President appoint a committee to oonsider the whole matter of the continuation of the Conference.
Another suggestion was that a permanent international sooiety be formed. In any event, there seems
to be a unanimity of opinion that some suoh international conference of this kind should be held again
within a period not exceeding two years, and that a great deal of additional data will be available
within that time. The thought is that we are accumulating data and accumulating reoords more rapidly
and more accurately than ever before, and that with the aooumulation of suoh data a permanent organi
zation might be set in motion whioh would make available to the members of the Conferenoe such papers
and reports as are received, in the form, say, of one of these volumes of Proceedings, issued about
onoe a year#
It ha6 been thought that because of the very excellent work being done, and because of the oentral
location, a conference of this kind might be held within a period of not exceeding two years in Holland,
if Holland desires to invite the Conference. That is certainly an ideal location and there is certainly
a great deal of excellent work being done there, as evidenoed by the splendid papers presented here from
Holland.
In any event, Mr. President, I would like to move at this time that consideration be given to the
continuance of the Conferenoe, and that you appoint a oommittee to consider this matter and report to
the Conferenoe, between now and the olose of the Conference, and that thereafter by action of this
group, the Conferenoe be continued on a basis either aB an international society or as an informal group.
I would suggest that representative Chairmen of the various countries be appointed to the Conrnittee and
to discuss the matter with other members of the Conferenoe and report before we adjourn. I so move#"
The enthusiastic response to these remarks by Mr. Proctor led to the organization of a Committee
on Resolutions under the chairmanship of Admiral R. E. Bakenhus. In this Committee were represented
the National Committees of most of the countries which participated in the Conferenoe. At the olose of
the last meeting, on June 25, a business meeting was oalled to order under the chairmanship of Professor
C. R. Young in which Admiral R. E. Bakenhus read the following three resolutions which the Committee
on Resolutions had prepared:
Resolution No. 1
Whereas the International Conferenoe on Soil Meohanios and Foundation Engineering oame into being
and oonduoted its sessions as a result of the initiative and generosity of Harvard University as a part
of its Tercentenary Celebration, and
Whereas the members of the Conferenoe received unusual oourtesies at the hands of Harvard Univer
sity and enjoyed its hospitality, and
T/hereas the facilities of Harvard University were made available to the sessions of the Conferenoe,
and the Conferenoe new having demonstrated its value as an important forward step in the progress of
Engineering
Be it resolved by the Conferenoe assembled in meeting this 25th day of June 1956 that the Confer
ence express its thanks and deepest appreciation to Harvard University and that the Secretary be
authorized and directed to send a copy hereof duly signed by the President of the Conferenoe and
attested by the Secretary, to President Conant of Harvard University.
Resolution No. 2
Having in view the unqualified suocess of the International Conferenoe on Soil Meohanios and
Foundation Engineering, ouSninating in the meetings at Harvard University June 22 to June 26, 193&,
as the first Conference of the Tercentenary Celebration of Harvard University, and, having further in
view, the unusual initiative and labor upon whioh the preliminary organization and oonduot of the
Conference in session were dependent, be it resolved:
That the thanks of this Conferenoe in meeting assembled this 25th day of June 1936 be extended
To: The Committee on Organization of whioh Dean Harry E. Clifford of the Graduate Sohool of
Engineering of Harvard University was Chairman and without whose support and guidance the Conferenoe
could not have been held#
To: The President of this Conferenoe, Dr. Karl von Terzaghi, professor at Teohnieche Hoohschule
in Vienna and visiting professor at Harvard University, in recognition of his wisdom and guidance of
the affairs of the Conferenoe, and particularly as he has given freely to the Conferenoe and to the
profession from his wide knowledge and experienoe suoh that he has been instrumental in the founding
of the new soienoe of Soil Meohanios.
To: Dr. Arthur Casagrande, Assistant Professor in the Graduate Sohool of Engineering of Harvard
University, Seoretary of the Conference, in recognition of his leadership and initiative, of the
herculean task performed in the preparation for and in the oonduot of the meetings, of the editing of
the technical papers for publication, of the management of the business and routine affairs of the
Conference, and further through him to his able assistants, Mr. Philip C. Rutledge, Instruotor in the
Graduate School of Engineering of Harvard University, Treasurer of the Conference, and to Mr. John D.
Watson, Research Assistant in the Graduate Sohool of Engineering of Harvard University, who have
loyally supported him in the heavy labors, and be it further resolved:
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That oopies of this resolution be forwarded by the Chairman of the Resolutions Committee through
the President of Harvard University to
Dean Harry E. Clifford
Dr. Karl von Terzaghi
Dr. Arthur Casagrande
Mr. Philip C. Rutledge
Mr. John D. Wat6 on
Resolution Ho. 3
In order that the International Conferenoe on Soil Meohanics and Foundation Engineering may oontinue as a permanent organization, be it resolved
a) That Dr. Karl von Terzaghi oontinue in office as President of the permanent organization}
b) That Dr. Arthur Casagrande oontinue in offioe as Secretary end also fill the office of VicePresident}
0) That all who are members of the present Conference be entitled to membership in the permanent
organization; that additional members be admitted under requirements established by the International
Committee;
d) That the President take steps for the formation of an International Committee. Such a Committee
would be elected by National Committees where suoh Camittees exist, and where no such Committees exist,
the President would appoint provisional members, and suoh members would be urged to take appropriate
steps within their own countries to organize local National Committees in cooperation with existing
sooieties or organizations, or otherwise to advise the President what steps, if any, are suggested for
him to take to enoourage the formation of such National Committees.
e) That the President appoint on Executive Committee of which the President and the Secretary
shall be members, consisting of a total membership of five, and whose headquarters shall, for the
time being, be in Boston (Cambridge) Mass., or New York, N. Y., and that the Executive Committee
shall be responsible for the oonduot of the business of tho Conference until a Constitution is adopted
or the Conferenoe shall direct otherwise.
f) That the second meeting of the International Conferenoe on Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering be called to meet at a time and place to be selected by the President with the advioe of
the International Committee.
g) That eaoh member pay annual dues to be fixed by the International Committee. That provision
be made for membership in the Conference of organized bodies with dues as fixed by the International
Committee.
h) That the President be authorized to accept contributions for the support of the Conference in
addition to dues of members.
1) That the Secretary have ouBtody of the funds of the Conference, to be expended for the purposes
of the Conference as authorized by the President or by the Executive Committee until a permanent
Constitution may provide otherwise.
j) That at the next meeting of the International Conference the International Committee, or a sub
committee thereof as the President may appoint, present for the consideration of the Conferenoe a Consti
tution and By-laws for the permanent organization and government of the Conferenoe.
k) That conflicting clauses and cases not covered by the foregoing clauses be left to the initia
tive of the Exeoutive Committee with the approval of the International Committee for deoision.
Resolutions No. 1 and 2 yrere adopted with hearty applause. Some discussion developed regarding
Resolution No. 3. It was suggested that the activities of the American Sooiety of Civil Engineers
in the field of Soil Mechanics would make the existenoe of an independent National Committee unneces
sary. Finally, Resolution No. 3 was voted upon, and with only one opposing vote, it was adopted.
In Resolution No. 3 are contained all essential elements to insure the continuation of the work
of the Conference* At present, the principal efforts are directed toward the organization of the
International Committee which, in oooperation with the Exeoutive Committee and the National Committees,
shall have the duty to organize future Conferences, to assist in the organization of new National
Committees, and to expand and coordinate all activities into an International Society at suoh future
time as may become advisable to do so.
It i6 proposed that eaoh oountry shall be represented on the International Committee by not more
tlian three members who shall be nominated by the respeotive National Committee and where no suoh
Committee exists, three provisional members shall be appointed by existing engineering societies or
organizations. It is further proposed that the Exeoutive Committee with the approval of the Inter
national Conmittee, shall have the right to nominate one additional member without consulting the
respeotive National Committee.
The members of the International Committee shall cammunioate by correspondence, and deoiBions
and other matters of general importance will be made available through tho National Canmittees to & U
persons interested in the aotivities of the International Organization.
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The writer wishes to fulfill his pleasant duty of thanking all who participated in the Conferenoe,
Its splendid suooess was due primarily to the intense interest and hearty cooperation of all Members of
the Conference*
To President James B. Conant of Harvard University, to Dean H. E. Clifford of the Harvard Graduate
Sohool of Engineering and Mr. Jerome D. Green, Director of the Harvard Tercentenary Celebration, are
due the sincere thanks of the civil engineering profession for fulfilling an urgent and important 6 ervioe
by opening the doors of Harvard University to this Conferenoe and for making this undertaking financially
possible.
The success of the Conferenoe is in a large measure due to the invaluable work of its President,
Professor Terzaghi, who has not only contributed to the Proceedings the most outstanding papers on Soil
Mechanics whioh have appeared for many years, but who has aided also in the organization of the Con
ferenoe and actively assisted the Editorial Board in its difficult task. During the meetings of the
Conference Professor Terzaghi suoceeded brilliantly in stimulating interest in the disoussions. His
own discussions, contained in this volume, will be an unfailing guide for those studelrts of soil
mechanics who find themselves bewildered by the quantity of material and the differences of opinion
contained in the many papers.
The thanks of the Committee on Organization are extended to the New York sections of the Amerioan
Sooiety of Civil Engineers and of the Harvard Engineering Society, who wore the hosts at a delightful
reception and dinner and interesting and instruotive excursions prior to the Conferenoe for those
members, particularly from foreign countries, who arrived first in New Y ’
'r
.. - -er^.
Ridgway (New York), Chairman of the Reception Committee, and Mr. Thomas
high praise for their thorough planning of these events.
Through the kind cooperation of Mr. Frank E. Winsor, Chief Engineer of the Metropolitan District
Water Supply Commission of Greater Boston, and of his Associates, the interesting and appropriate
excursion to tho Quabbin project of the Commission was made possible.
Mr. F. E. Everett, Higln7r.v Commissioner of tho State of New Hampshire, and his engineers, L. F.
Johnson and J. 0. Morton, provided the opportunity for a pleasant and an instruotive inspeotion trip
through that State.
The following members of the Faculty of the Harvard Graduate Sohool of Engineering, C. H. Berry,
F. R. Ellis, G. M. Fair, A, Haertlein and R. P. Siskind, have rendered valuable assistance in tho
organization and teohnical arrangements for the Conference.
And last but not least tho writer wishes to express his gratitude to his immediate associates,
P. C. Rutledge and J. D. Watson, who have worked tirelessly on the innumerable tasks and the large
amount of routine work which preceded the Conferenoe. Particularly the preparation of the Proceedings
and their successful oonpletion in so short a time would not have been possible without their admirable
devotion to the cause and their intelligent planning.
The Proceedings were printed by the Spaulding LIoss Co. of Boston, using the Planograph process.
Considering the unusually short time which was available for the printing of the first two volumes,
their appearance has been very satisfactory to the Editorial Board.
Cambridge, Mass.
Ootober 1, 1936

Arthur Casagrande
Secretary to the Conference

TREASURER'S REPORT
Summary of Expenses of the Conferenoe.
Publication of Proceedings of the Conferenoe in three volumes, totaling 992 pages

$5Qi4i..62

Publicity prior to the Conferenoe

$ 536.i+o

Meetings and Entertainments during Conferenoe

♦HiU7.75
Total ooat of the Conferenoe

Note* This total cost does not inolude stenographio servioo under the itom "Publicity”
above, furnished by the Graduate Sohool of Engineering, Harvard University; living
accommodations and service provided for approximately 2J0 persons (Members and families)
by Harvard University through the Teroentenary Celebration Qffioe; the reception tendered
to the Members and their families by the President of Harvard University; the reoeption
and dinner in New York at whioh the New York sections of the Amerioan Sooiety of Civil
Engineers and the Harvard Engineering Sooiety were hosts.

$7028.77
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Income of the Conferenoe.
From 206 Participating Members, 181 Absentee Members and the sale of the remaining sets
of Prooeedings to make a total of five hundred sets.
Cash Received as of November 20, 193&

#3 12 2 . 15

Accounts Payable as of November 20, 1936

$ 74.00
Total Receipts

$3196.15

Note: Registration fees in the Conferenoe, including the Prooeedings, were $5*00 from
Dec. 2, 1935 to May 15, 1936, with a speoial rate of $4.00 to engineering libraries.
After May 15 , 1936 the rate for registration in the Conference or purchase of the
Proceedings -was $10.00. All Absentee Members have been assessed a shipping oharge of
$1. 0 0 per set of three volumes.
Net Defioit

$3832.62

This defioit has been met by Harvard University, the host to the Conferenoe.
Itemized Expenses of the Conferenoe.
Prooeedings
Volume I

Stenographic Salaries
Editorial Salaries
Qffioe Equipment Rental and Supplies
Printing, Binding, Etc.
Shipping Costs

$ 372.13
12 2 . 0 0

89.46
1082.57
10 0 . 11

Total Volume I
Volume II

Stenographic Salaries
Editorial Salaries
Qffioe Equipment Rental and Supplies
Reprints inoluded in Volume II
Printing, Binding, etc.
Shipping Costs

$ 312.65
9 2 .0 0

64.3)
2 0 .3 9

1133.71
99.60
Total Volume II

Volume III

$1766.27

Stenographic Salaries
Editorial Salaries
Office Equipment Rental and Supplies
Printing List of Members for Volume III
Estimated Printing, Binding, etc.
Estimated Shipping Costs

$1722.85
$

2 2 9 .6 0
15 0 . 0 0

52.40
29.50
9 4 6 .0 0
14 3 .0 0

Total Volume III

$1555.30

Totals for Volumes I, II, and III
Stenographic and Editorial Salaries
Qffioe Equipment Rental and Supplies
Reprints and Misc. Printing
Printing, Binding, etc.
Shipping Costs

$12 7 8 . 3 8
2 0 6 .36

49.89
3 16 2 . 2 8

347.71
Total Volumes I, II. and III

Note: For five hundred sets of Proceedings thi6 is equal to a cost of $10.09 per set of
three volumes.

$5Q1j4.62
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Publicity Prior to the Conference*
Printing Announcements, Stationary, etc.
Mailing Publicity Items
Qffioe Equipment and SupplieB
Miscellaneous Expenses

$ 310*78
75*55
49*5°
100*57
Total_______ $ 536*40

Note* All stenographio service under this account was furnished by the Graduate Sohool of
Engineering, Harvard University.
Meetings and Entertainments during the Conferenoe.
Preparation of Buildings and Exhibits

$ 259*23

Printing Programs and Lists of Members

121*75

Badges for Members

27*00

New York Excursions Saturday and Sunday, June 20 and 21

243*9®

Note* All expenses of the reoeption and dinner in New York on the evening of
Friday, June 19, were paid by the New York sections of the American Sooiety
of Civil Engineers and the Harvard Engineering Sooiety.
Welcome Dinner, Monday, June 22
Pop Symphony Conoert, Tuesday, June
Symphony Hall

253*75
23,

including bus transportation to and from
275*50

Stenographic Report of the Conference Meetings

134*°4

Projection of Slides and Moving Piotures

21*50

Excursion and Farewell Dinner, Friday, June 26
Receipts from sale of tiokets
Expenses!

Bus transportation
Lunohes
Dinners
Total

Net Defioit for Excursion and Dinner
Deficit on Excursions for Ladies

$469*00
$295*50
6 9 .00
220*50
$585*00
9 6 .0 0
15 * 0 0

Total________ $1447*75

Cambridge, Mass.
November 20, 1936

Philip C. Rutledge
Treasurer to the Conference
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ADDRESSES
OPENING REMARKS
Arthur Casagrande, Seoretary to the Conference
In. the absenoe of the Chairman of the Committee on Organization, Dean Clifford, I have the honor
to open the first International Conferenoe on Soil Mechanioa and Foundation Engineering* On behalf of
those who have oonoeived and planned this Conferenoe, I extend to you our most cordial welcome*
The unusual significance of this day in the development of the oldest of engineering fields will
be shown later by Professor Terzaghi, the President of this Conference, in his opening address*
In these introductory remarks, I should like to point out that the organization of this Conference
was an adventure, or an equation with many unknowns • Those relatively few among the members who are
engaged in soil meohanics research have never doubted the urgent need for suoh a Conferenoe* However,
it was evident that its success would depend essentially on the participation of engineers aotively
engaged in foundation and earth work engineering* The biggest doubt in our minds was the number of
practicing engineers who would be interested in attending*
Today, in tho presenoe of this distinguished membership, whioh exoeeds in every respect our boldest
expectations, I feel almost ashamed of my Original lack of confidence* It is indeed a mo3 t enooui*aging
sign of the appreciation of the importance of this field and of the neoessity of its advancement that
we have with us as members of the Conferenoe a group of exeoutive engineers who apparently feel that
it is not sufficient to leave decisions in this difficult field entirely to their subordinate engineers,
and therefore have come here to inform themselves of the viewpoints of the specialist in Soil Ueohanios
and Foundation Engineering.
With the opening of the Conferenoe, the Camnittee on Organization has fulfilled its function and
the Conferenoe becomes, so to speak, the property of its members. I carry out this transfer from the
Comnittee on Organization to the members with the hope that these meetings are only the beginning of
an organization which will oontinue to function in some form or other during future years*
In its essential features, this Conferenoe may already be oalled successful. I need only to refer
to the cooperation of the contributors to the Conference and to the resulting first two volumes of the
Prooeedings whioh contain the fruits of their labors. These volumes contain a greater wealth of the
most advanoed knowledge in the fields of Soil Meohanios and Foundation Engineering than can be found
in any engineering library. If we suooeed in evaluating these contributions and in bringing out the
supplementary information in the disoussions, which we all so much desire, then we mu3t say that this
Conferenoe has fulfilled its funotion well.
In closing I wish to express on behalf of the Committee on Organization, our thanks to the members
of this Conference for their splendid oooperation in its organization, and I wish particularly to thank
President Conant of Harvard University for making it possible for the Conferenoe to meet here. The
elaborate arrangements whioh you, Mr. President, have provided to make the members feel at home in this,
the oldest and most renowned University in the United States, are gratefully aocepted. In addition, I
wish to express my personal thanks for all that the University has done during the past four years to
promote the advancement of Soil Meohanios.
It gives me the most sincere pleasure to present the President of Harvard University: Dr. James
Bryant Conant.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME
James B. Conant, President of Harvard University
Editorial Notes In his address President Conant welcomed the members of the Conferenoe most cordially,
expressing his hope that these meetings might be very successful and that the members might enjoy their
visit to Harvard University. He went on further to review in brief the history and development of
Harvard University during the three hundred years since its founding. His presentation is surmnarizod
in the following sketoh*
Foundation and Government« Harvard College was founded by a vote of the General Court of the Colony
of Massachusetts Bay on Ootober 28, 16 3 6 .
On November 15, 1637* the College was nordered to bee at Newetowne," and five days later the
General Court appointed the first Board of Overseers, consisting of Governor Winthrop, Deputy-Governor
Dudley, four other magistrates and six ministers "to take order for a oolledge at Newetowne11. At
some time before the end of the year the Overseers acquired an aore and an eighth of land, the nucleus
of the College Yard, together with a dwelling house in whioh the College was opened during the summer
of 16 3 8 . On May 2, 16 3 8 , the name of Newtown was changed to Cambridge, in recognition of the English
university at which most of the Overseers, and many other leading oolonists, had been eduoated.
On September Il|, 16 3 8 , John Harvard, a puritan minister and Master of Arts of Emmanuel College,
Cambridge, died at Charlestown in his thirty-first year. Half his estate and his library of over
four hundred volumes were left to the College. Consequently the General Court, on March 13, 1639,
voted "that the oolledge agreed upon formerly to bee built at Cambridg shalbee oalled Harvard Colledge .
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Under Henry Dunster, a Cambridge graduate, who was appointed President in August, l6i(0, the College
hegan to flourish. A course of study was established in the liberal arts similar to the course for the
baccalaureate in the English universities. A new building was erected, and the first class graduated in
16tj2. The degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred after four years1 study; the Master's degree after
three years’ post-graduate study, either in the College or elsewhere.
In order to give the College a corporate oharaoter and a less cumbrous government, President Dunster,
who served from I0 J4.O to I6 5I4., petitioned the General Court for a charter. The original document, signed
by Governor Dudley on May 31> I6 5 O, is preserved in the University Arohives. The President and Fellows
of Harvard College - consisting of the President, the Treasurer and five Fellows, and oommonly called
the Corporation - were given perpetual succession by this Charter.
The Growth of the University. Although the sum of £. 779 17s 2d bequeathed in 16 38 by John Harvard was
spent rather than invested, by 1700 the gifts and income-bearing funds of Harvard University exooeded
its revenue from the State. In 1833 Harvard reoeived its last grant from any publio body, and today is
supported entirely by gifts and by invested funds totalling (June 3 0 * 1935) over $128,000,000.
In keeping with this physical growth, Harvard University has enlarged its aims. The College was
founded to provide a liberal education for ambitious young men growing up in the New World, as well as
to train a learned ministry. The eleotion of John Leverett as President in I7 0 7 - the first President
who was not a olergyman - was a triumph for liberalism, and a step in the direction of intelleotual
independence which Harvard has followed ever sinoe. Before I7 36 Harvard had sent forth l,2li8 graduates
to 1/Sassachusetts Bay, other colonies and the mother country.
In its second century, I7 36 -I8 36 , a period during which American culture began to assume a definite
oharacter. Harvard acquired the name "University" and established separate sohool6 of medicine, law
divinity. The presidency of John Thornton Kirkland (1810-1828) is often called "The Augustan Age of
Harvard," and in 1820 twenty-seven per cent of the entering Freshmen were from outside New England.
In the third century of its existenoe, Harvard University gathered momentum in scholarship »nd
further widened its intelleotual horizon. Teaohers suoh as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, James Russell
Lowell and Louis Agassiz brought from Europe a fresh outlook which contributed to the growing idea of
liberal education in America. During this period Presidents Josiah Quincy, Edward Everett, Jared
Sparks, Jame6 Walker and Cornelius Conway Felton presided over the institution. President Thomas Hill
(18 6 2 -18 6 8 ) saw that the function of a university was to add to knowledge as well as to disseminate
it. President Charles William Eliot (1869-19^9), recognizing a growing demand of the community,
brought to full flower the intelleotual tendencies which had been gradually developing. He expanded
elective ooursee (whioh had begun in 18 2 5 ) into a system embracing a wide range of subjects and at the
same time developed the nationwide 6 ervioe of the University. President Abbott Iawrence Lowell
(1909-1933) oontinued this widening and deepening of studies through modification of the elective
system, the introduction of the Tutorial System, the establishment of the Freshman dormitories and the
inauguration of the House Plan; and stood firmly even in times of great stress for a free and vigorouB
intelleotual atmosphere.
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RELATION BETWEEN SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERING
Presidential Address
Karl von Terzaghi
Professor at the Teohnisohe Hoohsohula in Vienna, Austria
The opening of this Conferenoe is an event of unusual significance* It represents the first inter
national oounoil in the perpetual -war of the civil engineer against the treaoherous forces of nature
oonoealed in the earth* Due to scattered and world-wide efforts extending over a period of 25 years,
new and effioient weapons have been forged and the prime purpose of our meeting oonsists in disoussing
the means of exploiting the advantages thus seoured* For the sake of brevity these reoent developments
have been given the name of soil meohanios. The transition from the classical theories of the pre-war
generation to soil mechanios is synoncmous with a transition from a purely abstract treatment of the
problems of soil behavior to one based on an intimate knowledge of the manifold and oomplex properties
of the different types of earth* The validity of the older theories of earth pressure and earth resis
tance was limited to ideal mterials whose properties oan be desoribed in five lines. However, in order
to desoribe the praotioally important properties of earth suoh as nature has produoed, one needs a
good-sized book. As a consequence, the older theories failed in a great number of oases of outstanding
praotioal importance* This, in a nutshell, was the reason for the neoessity of a radical departure
from past praotioe*
Our meeting ooinoides in time and space with the Tercentenary Celebration of the oldest and most
eminent institution of higher learning in the United States. Owing to the hospitality of Harvard Uni
versity, represented by its president. Dr. Conant, the retrospeot over the glorious and soholarly past
of this University combines with the offioial inauguration of a new and important field of applied
science*
Origin of Soil Meohanics. Ten years ago the investigations whioh led to this Conferenoe still had the
oharaoter of a professional adventure with rather uncertain prospects for success. This adventure be
gan a short time before the war, simultaneously in the U.S.A., in Sweden, and in Germany. It was
forced upon us by the rapid widening of the gap between the requirements of canal and foundation design
and our inadequate mental grasp of the essentials involved.
In the United States, the oatastrophio descent of the slopes of the deepest cut on the Panama
Canal issued a warning that we were overstepping the limits of our ability to predict the consequenoes
of our actions. The oolumns on dam-failures in the engineering magazines never oeased to maintain a
feeling of uneasiness among those engaged in harnessing the rivers of the country, and the visible ef
fects of the settlement of heavy public buildings founded on materials other than bed rook demonstrated
also to the layman the existence of alarming gaps in our knowledge of so-oalled terra firma. To olose
these gaps, the American Sooiety of Civil Engineers in 1913 appointed a Committee to investigate the
situation. The outstanding achievement of thi3 Committee, with Mr. R* A. Cumminge as chairman, con
sisted in a realization of the importance of expressing tho properties of soils by numerical values.
We oannot possibly utilize our praotioal experience to full advantage, unless the soils to whioh our
exporienoe refers oan be reoognized unmistakeably in other localities. However, the final answer to
this problem of identification still remains to be found, although the progress in this direction is
very enoouraging*
In Sweden intensified aotivities in soil researoh were induoed by a series of unexpected and
oatastrophio slides in the cuts of the Swedish State Railways, whioh took a heavy toll of lives and of
oapital* In order to eliminate the danger of the reourrenoe of similar events, the Swedish State Rail
ways appointed in 1913 a Geoteohnioal Commission to investigate the degree of safety of the slopes
along the existing lines. During the ten years of its existenoe the Commission, headed by Prof.
Fellenius in Stookholm, developed some of the most important fundamental principles for our present
methods of stability computations.
In Germany the construotion of the Kiel Canal between the North and the Baltic Seas brought more
than one surprise to the engineers who built it. Prominent among the aocidents was the energetio out
ward movement of a heavy quay wall, solidly supported by a forest of wooden piles. The piles were
strong enough to support the wall, but the olay was not strong enough to support the piles. Therefore
the wall and the piles moved out as a unit. The rapid growth of German harbors brought additional
variety into the stately collection of unsolved problems. Henoe it was more than a mere accident that
the researoh was started in the hydraulio laboratories of that country. The direotor of the Prussian
hydraulic laboratories in Berlin, Mr. Krey, improved the existing methods for the oomputation of the
pressure and the resistance of the earth in oonneotion with retaining walls and bulkheads. He suc
ceeded in developing a rational prooedure for oomputing the foroes whioh aot on bulkheads, and fur
nished important contributions to our knowledge of the shearing resistance of soils.
I myuelf, prior to 1912, worked as a superintendent of construction. Year after year, in the
Austrian Alps, in Transsylvania, and in Russia, I had ample opportunity to witness the striking con
trast between what we expeoted when digging into the earth or loading it, and what really happened.
Deeply impressed by the fundamental futility of pertinent theoretical knowledge, I oame to the United
States and hoped to discover the philosopher’s stone by aocumulating and coordinating geologioal in
formation in the oonstruotion oamps of the U.S. Reclamation Service. It took me two years of strenuous
work to discover that geologioal information must be supplemented by numerioal data whioh oan only be
obtained by physioal tests oarried out in a laboratory. The observations whioh I made during these
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years crystallized into a program for physioal soil investigations whioh looked as if it oould easily
be carried out in one year* In reality the research activities extended over a period of eight years.
Period of Transition. All these early efforts whioh were started before the war and oarried on by
isolated groups or by individuals had one important feature in common. They were still guided by the
intention to establish a science of soil behavior conqjarable to the soienoe of bridge design. The
major part of the oollege training of oivil engineers oonsists in the absorption of the laws and rules
whioh apply to relatively simple and well-defined materials, suoh as steel or oonorete. This type of
eduoation breeds the illusion that everything oonneoted with engineering should and oan be computed on
the basis of a priori assumptions. As a oonsequenoe, engineers imagined that the future soienoe of
foundations would consist in carrying out the following programt Drill a hole into the ground. Send
the soil samples obtained from the hole through a laboratory with standardized apparatus served by
oonsoientious human automatons. Collect the figures, introduoe them into the equations, and oompute
the result. Sinoe the thinking was already done by the man who derived the equation, the brains are
merely required to seoure the oontract and to invest the money. The last remnants of this period of
unwarranted optimism are still found in attempts to presoribe simple formulas for computing the settle
ment of buildings or of the safety faotor of dams against piping. No suoh formulas oan possibly be
obtained except by ignoring a considerable number of vital factors.
Unfortunately, soils are made by nature and not by man, and the produot3 of nature are always
oomplex. After a deoada of mental and physioal experimentation in the newly developed field, it beoarae obvious that the method of approach must be radioally ohanged. The design of bridges and of other
purely artificial structures requires only a knowledge of mechanics. Theory governs the field and ex
perience is a matter of secondary importanoe exoept for that aoquired over the drafting board. The
theoretical results oan be depended upon, beoause the equations contain no important element of un
certainty. However, as soon as we pass from steel and oonorete to earth, the omnipotence of theory
oeases to exist. In the first place, the earth in its natural stage is never uniform. Seoond, its
properties are too oomplioated for rigorous theoretical treatment. Finally, even an approximate
mathematical solution of some of the most common problems is extremely diffioult. Owing to these three
factors, the possibilities for successful mathematical treatment of problems involving soils are very
limited. In bridge design, the theory provides us with oertainties and eliminates the neoessity for
observations on full-sized structures. In soil meohanios the acouraoy of computed results never exoeeds that of a orude estimate, and the principal function of theory consists in teaching us what and
how to observe in the field. Whenever we explore the natural soil by drilling a hole or by extracting
a sample, we alter its state even before the direot contact between the soil and the tool is estab
lished, and the effeot of this change on the results of our tests oan only be learned by experience.
The theories whioh we apply in order to make the step from the test results to a nunerioal estimate of
the effect of our engineering operations are bound to be based on radically simplified assumptions.
The importanoe of the difference betwoen theory and reality oan again be learned only by experience.
It depends to a large extent on the type of soil. The Prooeedings of this Conference contain a great
number of instructive examples. Finally, a natural soil is never homogeneous. Its properties ohange
from point to point, while our knowledge of these properties is limited to those few spots at whioh the
samples have been collected. To get information on the importanoe of the error produoed by our in
adequate knowledge of the deposits, we are compelled to compare the results of our forecast to those of
direct measurement in a great number of oases. Owing to these facts, successful work in soil meohanios
and foundation engineering requiroB not only a thorough grounding in theory combined with an open eye
for the possible sources of error, but also an amount of observation and of measurement in the field
far in excess of anything attempted by the preceding generations of engineers. Henoe the center of
gravity of research has shifted from the study and the laboratory into the construction camp where it
will remain. The first fruits of this revised and essentially empirical attitude towards the problems
of earthwork engineering are assembled in the Prooeedings of our Conference.
Progress Achieved. After I read these volumes, I could not help remembering an episode whioh oocurred
some eighteen years ago. At that time I spent several months in a systematio effort to make an in
ventory of what we knew or believed we knew about the interaction between structure and earth. For
that purpose I went through all the volumes of the leading English, German, and Frenoh engineering
periodicals which had been published sinoe 18 5 0 and through all the textbooks whioh I could secure,
abstraoting all the artioles and chapters relating to the subject of my investigations. This oooupation was far from being as profitable as I had hoped. The abstraot which covered a period of more than
half a oentury contained less positive information than the two volumes of our Proceedings. Neverthe
less, my efforts were fully compensated by an illuminating bird’s-eye view of the situation which pre
vailed in the field of foundation engineering prior to the world war. Comparing this situation with
that oreated by the reoent developments of soil meohanios, I notice the following ohanges: a vast
improvement in the quality and quantity of observation on full-sized structures, a rapid elimination
of the time-honored antagonism between theory and practice, and the replacement of blind faith in rules
and prescriptions by a refreshing demand for adequate evidenoe. I shall now try to present to you the
salient features of these reoent developments and their praotioal consequences*
The Conflict between Theory and Reality. One of the outstanding impressions which I got while pre
paring the abstraots of pro-war publications was that of a steady deoline of the oapacity for careful
observation after the eighteen-eighties. Prior to about 1880 a surprisingly great number of stimulat
ing field observations were published by engineers. A few examples may suffioe. The oldest editions
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of the English textbook by F. W. Simms on praotioal tunneling are full of valuable data drawn from
aotual experienoe in the early days of tunnel construction through English clays. Some of the French
papers on the slides whioh ooourrad during the construction of the railroad line from Paris to Lyon
are masterpieoes in the line of keen observation, and the description of the discouraging experiences
during the construotion of the first German and Austrian railroads aoross regions of unstable subsoil
are still an inexhaustible source of information after half a century. However, after the eighties,
the interest in observing and describing the whimsical manifestations of the forces of nature seemed
to fade out. I am inolined to explain this deoline by a growing confidence, produced by the inertia
of the human mind, in the theories oonoeniing the behavior of earth. At the time when the theories
originated, their authors were still keenly aware of the bold approximations involved, and nobody
thought of accepting them at face value. As the years passed by, these theories were incorporated in
to the stook of knowledge to be Imparted to students during the years of their oollege training, where
upon they assumed the character of a gospel. Once a theory appears on the question sheet of a oollege
examination, it turns into something to be feared and believed, and many of the engineers who were
benefited by a oollege eduoation applied the theories without even suspecting the narrow limits of
their validity. If the structures designed on the basis of these saored theories stood up, their be
havior was considered to be normal and not worth mentioning. If they failed, it was an act of God,
which should be concealed from the eyes of mortals, who might believe that the designer was poorly
grounded in theory. This unoritical attitude toward the problems of earth behavior induoed a growing
resentment of those who had eyes to see against the theoretical textbook wisdom. Among the documents
of this justified resentment, I wish to mention a paper published in 1908 by the experienced subway
expert, J. C. Meem, on the bracing of tunnels and trenoheB, in the Transactions of the American Sooiety
of Civil Engineers. The oontents of this paper and of the numerous disoussions whioh followed left
no doubt oonoerning what the authors thought about the oollege attitude toward earth pressure problems.
It was not very complimentary.
However, the feeling of resentment against unwarranted generalisation does not suffioe to trans
form an accumulation of haphazard professional experience into a store of knowledge and of general use
fulness. In order to aooomplish suoh a transformation, three conditions must be satisfied. First of
all, there must be a generally aocepted method for describing the soils to which the individual ex
periences refer. Conventional terms suoh as "fine, water-bearing sand" may mean almost anything be
tween a loose aooumulation of small grains, incapable of sustaining an appreciable load, and a stratum
which is almost as hard as rook. The terminology must be based on numerical values of some soil.
Otherwise it is worthless. Seoond, the observation methods must be reliable; otherwise there is too
wide a margin for interpretation. If an observer claims that a building did not show any signs of
settlement, the structure may have settled through a distanoe of one—tenth of an inch to four inches,
provided the settlement was uniform and the distance to the neighboring structure was appreciable.
Finally, the report on the observation must be accompanied by a statement of all the vital factors
which were likely to have influenced the object of the observation. Otherwise the observation cannot
be U 3 e d as a basis for a valid conclusion. In order to satisfy this third requirement, the observer
must be familiar with the physios and mechanics of the observed phenomenon. Thus, for instance, no
valid conclusion oan be derived from the results of a settlement observation on a building oorvering an
area of 100 by 100 feet unless we have at least reliable geologioal information oonoerning the nature
of the Bubsoil to a depth of at least 150 feet. In one of the oases whioh I had under observation, a
building settled more than one foot owing to the oompression of a layer of clay looated between a depth
of 100 and I3 0 feet below the surfaoe of the ground.
Rationalized Observation. Practically none of the above requirements were satisfied by the observations
of the pre-war engineers, beoause the knowledge of the physioal properties of the 30ils and of the
forces exerted or transmitted by the water in the soil was by far too inadequate. Therefore the ig
norance of the practical engineers differed from that of the faithful textbook believers merely in kind
but not in profundity. A single example may suffice to explain what I mean. During my professional
career, I met a great number of practical engineers and of experienced contractors who honestly be
lieved that the settlement of a pile foundation involving a load of 20 tons per pile should approxi
mately be equal to the settlement of an individual pile during a loading test tinder 20 tons. Import
ant decisions were based on this simple assumption. Yet, if we really measure the settlements - and I
have done it very often - we find that the settlement of the pile foundation may range anywhere be
tween five and five hundred times that of the individual pile. The failure of experienced engineers to
know this oommonplace fact can only be due to an idiosyncrasy against measurements, combined with a
habit of mistaking the absenoe of any visible signs of settlement with the absenoe of settlement.
Owing to the failure of the practical engineers to produce a reliable code for the design of
foundations out of their own resources, the antagonism between dogmatic theory and inadequate experienoe
merely led to a state of stagnation whioh reached its olimax in the first deoade of our century. How
ever, the subsequent development of soil mechanics eliminated thi6 state of stagnation in a radical
fashion. The act of elimination started with an attack on time-honored and saored institutions B u o h as
the olassical earth pressure theories, the pile formulas, and the tables of safe bearing values of
soils. The attack left & heap of ruins with very little to replace them. Intensified experimentation
with soils led to the discovery of a whole series of physical factors of vital importanoe whioh es
caped the attention of the investigators of the previous generations. Foremost among these factors are
those which determine the gradual increase of settlements at a oonstant load. The knowledge of the ex
istence of these new factors made it neoessary to rebuild the theories in accordance with our inoreased
knowledge of the properties of the material. While building a theory one is painfully oonscious of the
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approximations involved and of the gaps whioh it leaves after it is finished* In order to make these
theories applicable to actual oases, it beoome necessary to observe the performance of full-sized
engineering struotures far more oarefully than it was ever done before* Thus the spirit of con
scientious observation characteristic of the middle of the nineteenth century experienced a revival on
a very muoh higher plane* The visual inspection was supplemented by systematic and precise measure
ments, and the danger of fatal omissions was reduced by a superior knowledge of the physical nature of
the processes involved. This inauguration of a new era of direct and intimate contact between the en
gineer and his struotures alone would suffice to justify the time and labor invested in soil meohanios
during the brief period of its existenoe. Our theories will be superseded by better ones, but the re
sults of conscientious observations in the field will remain as a permanent asset of inestimable value
to our profession. Whoever peruses the Prooeedings of this Conference oannot fail to be impressed by
the new spirit disolosed by the text and the diagrams of these volumes. The days of abstract founda
tion philosophy are gone forever. And so are the days of unwarranted generalizations based on inade
quate evidence.
Truth and Fiction in Textbook Engineering. The second outstanding impression whioh I received while
abstracting the engineering periodicals, eighteen years ago, was produced by my disoovery of the com
plete absenoe of what is cormionly oalled adequate evidence. As the years passed, one formula after
another appeared, and one rule after the other was advertised, but when I attempted to looate the em
pirical evidence on which the olaims were based, I found there was none or almost none. This paradoxioal faot leads us to one of the most important tasks to be performed if our professional standard
is to be elevated* It consists in revising our attitude toward evidence.
In pure soienoe a very sharp distinotion is made between hypotheses, theories, and laws. The dif
ference between these three categories resides exclusively in the weight of sustaining evidenoe. On the
other hand, in foundation and earthwork engineering, everything is called a theory after it appears in
print, and if the theory finds its way into a textbook, many readers are inclined to consider it a law.
In order to find out to what extent a theory deserves its name, it suffioes to dissolve it into its
prinoipal components and to examine each one individually.
Every theory oonsists of three parts, a set of assumptions, a process of reasoning, and a final
result. Since the validity of the reasoning oan easily be verified, it suffices to oonoentrate our
attention on the first and last parts. Each of these may be dissolved into words expressed by symbols
and figures. The first requirement for an aoceptable theory should be that the words have a definite
meaning. Many of the terms which are used in textbooks on foundation engineering have a very vague
one, if any. In this oonneotion, the term "safo bearing value of piles0 may be mentioned. Some eight
years ago a very expensive factory ■was established on a whole forest of piles, between 6 0 and 80 feet
long. The maohinery erected in this factory was extremely sensitive to unequal settlement. The bear
ing capacity of the individual piles was most satisfactory. Aocording to all the textbooks and manuals
relating to this subject, the load on the piles was equal to or smaller than one-half of the safe bear
ing value. Yet the owner of the factory refused to 6 hare this opinion, because some part6 of his fac
tory settled through a distanoe of one foot. In western Austria stands a post-office building with
continuous footings on a very compact bed of sand and gravel, 23 feet thick. The building exerts a
pressure of 2 . 5 tons per square foot on the ground. I do not know of any building code or of any text
book whioh does not contain a very much higher figure for the safe bearing value of such a stratum.
Nevertheless, the settlement of the building ranged between two and three feet. The same books which
inform the patient reader on the safe bearing values also contain instruotive tables with the values
of the coefficient of internal friction of fat and of lean clays and loams. Yet with some skill and
experienoe in laboratory procedure, one oan get almost any speoified friction value for a given olay.
A score of other examples oould easily be added*
Considering these unpleasant facts, one of the first requirements for a clean-up in the field of
foundation engineering is insistence on a satisfactory explanation of the meaning of the terms. If a
theory claims to furnish a safe bearing value, or if it operates with the coefficient of internal fric
tion of clay, one may as well stop reading, unless the author explains in detail what he means by these
terms.
The second requirement for an acceptable theory consists in the presence of adequate evidence for
the assumptions. If these assumptions were obtained by a radical simplification of reality, which is
the rule in connection with theories pertaining to soils, the evidence for the results must be pre
sented. Whatever evidenoe is available oan be olassed into one of the following five categories:
(a) No evidence whatsoever;
(b) Evidence obtained by distorting the facts;
(o) Unbalanced evidenoe; that is, evidence obtained by elimimting all those faots which do not
sustain the claim;
(d) Inadequate evidence, oovering the entire range of present knowledge, yet insufficient to ex
clude the possibility of a subsequent discovery of contradictory facts; and
(e) Adequate evidence*
No honest business man and no self-respecting scientist can be expected to put forth a new scheme
or a new theory as a "working proposition" unless it is sustained by at least fairly adequate evidenoe.
In any oase, we expect him to inform us on the uncertainties involved. Therefore it is surprising to
find upon closer sorutiny that many of the accepted rules of foundation engineering are based either on
no evidenoe whatsoever, or on unbalanced evidenoe, and that the textbooks do not mention this serious
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failing. Those rules seem to pass from one generation of textbooks into the next one by a process of
diffusion, whereby the soruples regarding the inadequacy of the evidenoe disappear.
One of the popular assumptions for which there is no evidence whatsoever is the claim that the
coefficient of internal friction of fine moist sand or of day soils i6 identical with the tangent of
the angle of repose, which again is supposed to be identical with the slope obtained by dumping the
material from a low trestle or out of a box. In spite of repeated and oonvinoing proofs of the invalidity of this assumption, it continues to appear in textbooks and to mislead unsuspecting engineers.
Another ease of a dogma sustained by no evidenoe whatsoever is the assumption that the hydrostatic up
lift exerted by the water in a concrete or in a olay aots over not more than one-third or one—half of
the area subjeot to uplift. Thi6 assumption is based exoluBively on personal opinion and maintained by
majority vote. Yet it has a decisive influenoe on the design of important and very extensive struotures,
inoluding the highest storage dams. As soon as we attempt to verify this opinion by physical experi
ments, such as those described in a paper In the seoond volume of the Proceedings, we find that it is
grossly erroneous. A third dogma supported by no evidence is the assumption of a definite relation be
tween the angle formed by the planes of shear in a cohesive soil and the angle of internal friction in
Coulomb* 6 equation for the shearing resistance of suoh soils. The fallacy Involved in this dogma is
analyzed in an article of the first volume of the Proceedings. It invalidates the so-called aocurate
theories of the stability of slopes which are based on thi6 fallaoy.
As a classical example of a prescription which is in part based on unbalanced evidence, and in
part on none at all, the Engineering News Formula may be mentioned. This formula is supposed to repre
sent the relation between the weight and the drop of the hammer, the penetration produced by the blow,
and the safe bearing value for the pile. The real meaning of the term "safe bearing value" is nowhere
defined. The numerical results furnished by the formula can only be defended by wilfully suppressing
at least one-half of the existing evidence. In the form which is intended to apply to piles which are
driven by a steam-hammer, the denominator contains a constant, 0 .1 , which originated in pure imagina
tion. If we disoover that a conmeroial advertisement is based on such evidenoe, we call it bluff and
reject it. However, in the field of foundation engineering the critics are far more lenient. The
formula has been published over and over in texts and manuals without any warning to the reader, and
it oontinues to represent an integral part of the majority of building oodes and of government regula
tions. Another example of a conception artificially maintained by means of unbalanced evidenoe is the
theory that the lateral pressure of the earth on the baok of a supporting structure should increase,
like a hydrostatic pressure, in direot proportion to the depth below ‘the surface. This theory ori
ginated some 150 years ago. Under certain oonditions, specified in one of the papers of the first
volume of the Proceedings, the hydrostatio pressure distribution really exists. However, under other
oonditions of great praotical importance, such as those which exist on both sides of a timbered cut,
the distribution of the lateral pressure may be very different from that required by theory. Neverthe
less, year after year, the dogma of the hydrostatio pressure distribution is handed out as gospel, and
contradictory evidenoe is consistently ignored.
Grossly unbalanced i6 also the evidence offered in support of the olaim that the settlement of a
building oan be predicted from the results of one or of several small-soale loading tests performed at
the level of the base of the future foundation. For eaoh oase of evidence for this claim which haB
thus far come to my attention, I oan quote at least two cases out of ray own experience which oontradiot it. Considering these facts, the academic merits of the underlying theory are utterly irrelevant,
because the empirioal arguments suffice to invalidate the claim.
In most cases the unbalanced character of the evidenoe is due merely to our inadequate knowledge.
Into this class belongs the assumption that the results of properly conduoted shearing tests on socalled undisturbed samples of clay are always identical with the shearing resistance of the untouched
olay deposit. For many years I accepted this assumption until I oame across several oases which oontradict it. This experience makes it neoessary to find out, by future observations, the limits of the
validity of the original assumption.
I do not doubt that the majority of engineers adopt the suggested attitude toward evidenoe in all
their business transactions. In case they should deoide to introduce it also into their professional
relations to mother earth, radical ohanges in their attitude toward aocepted rules could not fail to
ensue.
Outlook. The skeptioal attitude towards our conceptions, and the readiness to modify them in aooordanoe
with increasing knowledge of the material, mu6 t be considered the seoond outstanding achievement of
soil mechanics. By patient observation we have learned to discriminate between what we really know and
what we merely believed. The amount of knowledge sustained by adequate evidence is appallingly modest,
and the number of factors with a decisive influenoe on soil behavior is very much greater than was expeoted twenty-five years ago. The successful analysis of the reaction of the earth to ohanges pro
duced by loading or by excavation was paid for by a heavy sacrifice of simplicity. Moreover, the
severe restrictions on further progress along purely theoretical lines have become obvious. One of the
most instruotive examples of these limitations is to be found in the theory of arohing in soils be
hind the timbering of cuts. The theory demonstrates that arching develops. It discloses the mechanios
of arohing, and reveals the limits between which the distribution of the lateral pressure of the earth
may range. At the same time it leaves no doubt that the real distribution of the pressure depends on
the method of constructing the timbering. Since we are not in a position to evaluate this influenoe
on the basis of abstract reasoning, we are obliged to secure the required information by direct
measurement of the pressures in full-sized outs. We faoe a similar situation in almost every other
field of soil mechanios. Our advanced knowledge of the mechanics and phyBics of soils makes it pos-
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eible to grasp most of the essential factors whioh govern the stress and strain and the equilibrium of
real earth. It has brought to us a realization of the extremely narrow limits of the validity of the
older theories, and informs us of the existenoe of sources of danger whioh previously were hardly suspeoted. Nevertheless, in order to make the step from the qualitative appreciation of what is going to
ooour to a quantitative foreoast requires accurate and systematic observations on full-sized struc
tures*
Foremost among the souroes of error requiring thorough investigation is the difference between the
soil in its original state, and after it is delivered in the laboratory* In some oases the correction
for the errors produced by the effeot of sampling and handling can be made by oamputing the deformation
of the subsoil for earlier stages of oonstruotion, and subsequently comparing the results with those
of direct measurement. The first volume of the Proceedings contains a very instructive example for a
successful operation of this kind.
Sinoe we have achieved a reasonably clear conception of the possibilities and limitations of
future research, the funotion of this Conference is simple. It oonsists essentially in establishing
personal contaots between those who are interested in the subject from a theoretioal or a practical
point of view, and in stimulating exchange of experienoe. Though it originated not more than twentyfive years ago, soil mechanics is already old enough to have acquired the modesty which springs from ex
perienoe* We know today that nothing worth while can be accomplished in this discipline without the
intelligent and patient oooperation of the practicing engineer in the field* Same of the most valuable
contributions to the Proceedings are a direct result of such oooperation* For this reason, we are very
happy to welcome among the guests of the Conference a great number of outstanding executives and ex
perienced oonstruotion engineers. Since these men owe their suooess and their professional standing
to a keen discrimination between reality and fiction, I am sure they will appreciate our feelings
against half-baked textbook wisdom, and assist us in getting down to tangible facts*

ADDRESS BY DANIEL E. MORAN
Vioe President of the Conferenoe and Chairman of its Amerioan Committee
As Chairman of the American Committee I oan add but little to the eloquent addresses of weloome
you have just listened to. The Committee and the Officers of the Convention cannot but feel gratified
by the world-wide response to the invitations issued in the name of the great University whose guests
we are. These responses have come from engineers find soientists from all parts of the world, from our
good neighbors Canada and Mexico, from Cuba and the Republics of South America, from Great Britain, and
ten of the prinoipal countries of Continental Europe, from Africa, Asia and Australia, as well as from
the United States of America.
Without speoifio authority I may say that we as "members" and guests are greatly honored by having
been bidden to this conferenoe sponsored by the oldest and greatest of Amerioan Universities, now
celebrating the 3°°th Anniversary of her founding. For you, Mr. President, we wish long and happy years
of service, for Harvard itself we hope and pray that she may oontinue in the future as in the past, free,
unbidden and unafraid, holding high the toroh of enlightment and leading men and women in the paths of
wisdom and knowledge.
The wide-spread and remarkable interest in this Conference oan be readily understood when the im
portance and vital necessity of the subject is appreciated. For years. Engineers and Scientists have
studied, olassified and tested structural materials of all kinds. But all structures depend for sta
bility on oontact with some stress resisting solid material, a part of the Earth’s Crust. The material
may be any one, or a combination of several of an indefinite number or kinds of material. The diffi
culties in the way of evaluating these different kinds of material, in determining the laws governing
their behavior, and in coordinating results, seemed so insurmountable that until recent years no real
attempt, no practical start was made. True, some physicists, mathematicians, and engineers evolved
theories generally based on arbitrary, sometimes erroneous assumptions, but the results were of
questionable value in guiding engineers. Until a few years ago little had been done, and even now
little is generally known of the faots whioh have been developed by your efforts. As a simple example;
well-known text books, treating foundation design, now in oommon use define day as "A general name for
cohesive soils" and purport to give its physical, chemical and geological properties, (Hool & Kinne
Pg. 3 6 1-2 — Foundation Abutments and Footings, 1923) but say no more about its structural properties
than Baker in 1889, who stated that "damp day will squeeze out in every direction when a moderately
heavy pressure is brought upon it" (Baker Pg. 190— A Treatise of Masonry Construction, I8 8 9 ). Further
more, these books reooitmend "as essential to the proper design of foundations the accurate determina
tion of looal conditions— the oharacter of the underlying strata— and the making of excavations or
borings" (Jaooby & Davis— Foundations of Bridges and Buildings,--Page 5 8 5 , I9 2 5 J and then fall baok on
the recommendations of Baker to determine the bearing capacity "by direot experiment, good judgment and
experience" (Page 158); never a word about soil meohanios or what may be done with a boring sample or
the dangers of basing designs on inadequate or improper borings.
Until Terzaghi*8 articles appeared in the Engineering News I know of no published explanation, in
the English language, of the underlying reasons for the consolidation of day under increased loads.
Twenty years ago the matter of foundation design was largely an art, the designers being guided
by unoorrelated experiences, rules of thumb, prejudices, and wild gueBses, all made in the name of
"good practioe". Today order and rational designs are slowly taking the plaoe of ignoranoe and error*
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Hie subject is of cardinal importance, it is a new field, virgin territory demanding that it be ex
plored and napped. You and your oo-workera are the pioneers and to you the engineers of the future
must look for guidanoe*
In oonolusion, may I quote the benediotion which appears at the end of the preface to the first
translation into English of the Principles of Euolid. This was written 6 6 years before the founding of
Harvard, by John Dee, astronomer, oheznist, mathematician, student of white magic, one time Professor of
Mathematics at the University of Oxford, and at one time standing trial for Witohoraft, who wrote, "So
I ooramit you unto God's meroyfull direction, for the rest: hartely beseohying hym, to prosper your
Studyes, and honest Intentes: to his Glory, and the Commodity of our Countrey. -Ajnen".

SOIL STUDY AMD ENGINEERING
F. E. Sohmitt, Editor, Engineering News-Reoord
It is my very pleasant duty to express to those of you who have oome from abroad the gratitude of
the -American contingent for your coming here and giving us the benefit of your knowledge on the new
subject of soil study and soil engineering. I know that all the members of the Conference from this
country share my appreciation and are glad to have the privilege of meeting with investigators who in
distant parts of the world are laboring to throw light on its obscurities.
Soil knowledge is entering very praotically into engineering operations in this country. Today
you saw a typical example, but it is only one of many, and if you could take time to see all that is
being done within the United States in earth construction you would be impressed with the effort to
place this art on a foundation of scienoe. All that you have done in your own laboratories and field
operations has been of help to us, and all your additional investigations will give further help. Need
less to say, we hope that our own work will have similar value to you.
The Conference that closes tonight is a unique oocasion. Few branohes of scienoe or technology
ever grew to strength and practical value so rapidly, and I am sure that none was able at suoh an early
age to assemble its leading workers from all parts of the world or to show equal aooomplishment. These
results, whioh grew out of the enthusiastic cooperation of soil study and engineering, give assuranoe
that oontinued cooperation will bring still further progress.
We are meeting in the atmosphere of a celebration of the growth of knowledge through study and
science, the Harvard teroentenary. Thus my mind naturally turns to the unusual joining of scientific
and engineering Btudy that is embodied in our new soil knowledge. And it is well worth noting that
the soientifio and teohnioal advance which you are helping to oreate deals with the oldest construction
material known to man. Earth has been in his hands and at the point of his working tools longer than
any other material of the constructive artB, yet none is so little known. Quite new materials, such as
steel, mineral oil, rubber and concrete, have been studied to highly useful effect; but earth, though
it is so old that pick and spade have come to be the very symbols of labor, still remains the subject
of empirioism.
And yet few things are more important to engineer and builder, for the largest share of the world's
investment in oonstruotion is expended on earth. This oommonest and cheapest of all materials consumes
the continuous labor of millions of men, and the expenditure of thousands of millions of dollars a year.
May we not reasonably expect that better knowledge of its behavior, obtained through scientific study,
will benefit mankind? Experience in other fields shows that we oan predict this effect with confidence.
It tells us that eoonomy and efficiency will be gained through knowledge of the physical laws of soil
aotion.
On the face of the matter, nothing seems more poorly adapted to soientifio study than earth, oommonly known as dirt. We deal with it in excavation and embankment building, in foundation work, and
wherever the stability of the ground affeots us, whether on level plain, on hillside or on river bot
toms. Engineers have to consider the flow of water through and over the soil; they are concerned with
ohanges of soil structure by consolidation, flow, compaction and loosening of texture, as well as with
the effects of weather and structural earth disturbance. We should be able to profit from soientifio
study in every one of our dealings with earth. We know that if we oan learn how to out, or loosen, or
move earth more easily, human toil will be lessened and muoh wasted expenditure will be saved.
Knowledge of the physioal laws of earth action and the promise of fuller knowledge has stimulated
study in remarkable degree. But it is only a beginning; we have a long distance yet to go. Today we
know little more than that soil is ever changing and that its ohanges in state are significant to the
engineer. Sometimes a very minor change may have important consequences, as in the soil under a road
way slab or a building foundation. We are beginning to observe and measure suoh ohanges, and are look
ing forward to learning hovr to oontrol them. Until much more preoise knowledge is obtained, however,
we must content ourselves with the empirioal judgment that normally the ohanges are of limited range
and that oonstruotion expedients oan provide for their effeots, more or less successfully.
Perhaps I am taking too muoh time to emphasize the simple and obvious faot that soientifio study
of soil engineering is important. But it should be useful to refleot on why this study has been negleoted in the past, beoause this refleotion may help to give better guidanoe for the future. We re
member, of oourse, that virtually every structural material has been subjected to physioal measurement
of its properties and their relation to servioe; but that whenever these prooesses of measurement were
applied to soil the result was a failure.
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It is beoause of this faot, no doubt, that the early study of the meohanios of soil made use of
mathematical flotions. Set up to express what was believed to be the behavior of the material, these
fictions never aoquired more than academio status, however, and engineers deolined to aooept them fully.
As experienoe failed to verify the teaohings of these artifioial meohanios they ignored it in their
praotioal work.
The bulky but unimportant literature on pile driving is a demonstration of how thoroughly the aoademio attaok failed. Nevertheless, by their mere persistence the fiotions and the aoadamio analyses
won a place in the treatises of engineering that they still hold tenaciously. I oan reoall many hours
spent in reading books on retaining walls that oovered hundreds of pages with geometrical diagrams and
formulas but mentioned only two physioal faots (and these were not faotsl), namely the identity of
angle of friotion with angle of repose and the plane form of the surfaoe of rupture. Suoh books,
whioh have stood as oornerstones of our engineering libraries for many decades, held back the birth of
a true soil scienoe.
Let me mention an interesting memory. Same time ago, when an important tunneling enterprise was
being developed, oertain oaloulation6 of ground pressure and strength of lining were based on the
classic doctrines of angle of repose and Rankine pressure, and it was oonoluded that the tunnel would
be most stable in exceedingly soft soil, a semi-liquid mud, but that if the soil should prove to be
stiff the tunnel would inevitably collapse. This was the strange mathematical oonolusion; but the fact
of course is that the engineers did not really believe this deductions they used it to support an
argument, but did not use it as the basis of their design. They were too sensible to do that. They
designed and built an excellent tunnel, whioh has never oollapsed and is not in the slightest danger
of collapsing. But this is so only beoause praotioal engineers know that our alleged science of earth
is false, and in important questions do not allow it to mislead them. Unfortunately they do often al
low it to mislead them in minor questions, as may be seen from the number of retaining walls, abutments
and wing walls that are out of plumb and badly oracked. The earth baok of the walls likes to ignore
the mathematical fiotions of the sohoolroom.
Why is it, we are bound to ask, that the soientific treatment of soil as an engineering material
has remained so defective? Probably the ohief reason is that the material is extraordinarily oomplex.
Beoause of this oomplexity, quantitative soil study in its modern phase made little progress until
true scientific method was applied, about two deoades ago. Your president did the decisive pioneering.
Working patiently and painstakingly, with simple home-made equipment of almost toy dimensions, he
singled out certain elementary properties, studied to isolate them from other variables, devised methods
for their measurement, and sorutinized these methods a3 carefully as physioist or astronomer, to eli
minate errors and attain the desired degree of preoision.
He soon found that old views and dogmas had to be discarded almost in their entirety. At the
very beginning he saw that soils fall into two large classes, the predominantly granular soils and the
predominantly cohesive and plastic soils, and 60 he worked with pure, uniform sand and pure clay as
simple arch-types. He saw that their behavior— for example, as to compressibility— is essentially dif
ferent, and he recognized that this implies wholly distinct properties and experimental practices.
The striking suooess that attended his efforts is known to the world. Even at that time he reoognized that his simple types occur in nature but rarely, and that most soils are intricately oomplex
and compositej but leaving these to the future, he laid a secure foundation of purpose and prooedure
for the development of a knowledge of simple soils. Today we have before us the fruits of the movement
which he initiated and which quickly drew world-wide interest and vitalized the prior thoughts and
work of a number of others. Measurement of the mechanical properties of simple soil types has pro
gressed far, and in addition the methods have been applied to practical work in many composite soils,
though in general scientific study has not yet entered this field.
So much for what has been accomplished up to the present; now a moment's thought as to what lies
ahead. We know that soil as a construction material is a problem not only to the engineer but also to
the scientific researoher, and that to both of these workers it is an exceptionally complex and dif
ficult problem. If we will take a moment to consider the difficulties that confront them we may better
understand the nature of their ooming tasks.
Examination of any soil samples from different locations reveals at once an extraordinary varia
tion in character. Soil i6 seen to be a multi-phase material, one that comprises solids, oolloid gels,
liquids and gases in infinite range of variation. Up to now it has escaped classification; it nay
always do so. Again, up to now we cannot say which of it6 properties are significant; we have hardly
grasped, or even listed, the fixed data that determine its behavior. Its qualities depend much on its
consistency— and this term is quite as elusive when applied to soil as when applied to mortars and
conoretes. It exhibits suoh effects as stickiness, slipperine6s, susceptibility to sudden ohange— ae
in melting or caking, or in failure of cohesion. Its ohanges of state are as important as its pro
perties in any one state; in fact little use can be made of data on its characteristics in only a
single state.
The modifying influences that affect the behavior of soil include meohanical, chemical, thermal
and doubtless also electrio treatment. Weather affects soil greatly. Tidal influence appears to be
important in some caseB; at least we have the suggestive observation that the subsoil of the Hudson
River carries the embedded tunnels up and down by a minute amount during the tidal oycle. Tectonic,
seismic and other extraneous foroee may disturb it, as well as the action of vegetation, of time, and
of various forms of life, from burrowing muskrat to mioro8rganism. Finally, various ohanges may be
brought about by intent, as by compaction, loosening, addition or subtraction of moisture, incorpora
tion of bituminous or ohemical binders, flocoulation and dispersion, and doubtless other possible effects.
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But most of all wo are oonfused by the infinite variation of soils as nature haa made them. No
one class or typo of soil oan be said to exist in two locations, and this is the prinoipal reason why
attempts to olassify soils have failed except for limited uses. Indeed, the definition of soil must
probably always remain statistical in its nature, and we may have to reconcile ourselves to expressing
soil oharacter by broadly approximate statement of averages. Of course the erratio variation repre
sented in stratification, lens 6 truoture, and morainal or delta-deposit heterogeneity, lies bevond
even suoh form of expression.
I think you will agree with me that under such circumstanoes we oan never hope to see the appli
cation of scientific results to engineering accomplished by formula. It cannot be an exact procedure.
Soil study may furnish some broadly generalized conclusions, but beyond this the practical use of soil
knowledge is bound to remain an engineering operation. The developed art, in short, will differ fundamentally from the precise methods of design and precalculation which we have been able to follow in
other engineering practioe. Dr. Terzaghi»s opening address aptly characterized the futility of attack
on the engineering problems of earth by formula. And this suggests that there i6 a sharp division of
function between the soil scientist and the engineer, and that while the two should cooperate they will
in the main have separate fields of action.
It has been said that soil research has moved from the scientific laboratory to the construction
camp. The statement picturesquely characterizes the current activity in soil engineering, but actually
it is true only in a limited sense. There is a vast amount of basic scientific work remaining to be
done on soils, and this is wholly the responsibility of the scientist's laboratory.
Consider what it is that we will demand of the scientist. We will expect him to study simple, de
fined soil types; to identify their properties and devise measurements for them. We will look to him
for a classification of soils, based first on laboratory behavior alone, then if possible also on field
facts. He will have to study soil behavior and the factors influencing it; assist in developing methods
of field sampling, test and verification; establish laws of soil constitution, soil properties and
their modification, progressively bringing these laws if possible to apply to all defined soil types.
Hie scientist will be concerned with the statics, the dynamics, the physical chemistry of soils, and
perhaps also their electrical reactions. Still greater problems may be revealed as his work goes forward.
On the other hand the engineer has equally large tasks in the field of soils, as the experienoe of
the last half dozen years reveals. It is his responsibility to utilize the scientist's facts and con
clusions, modified and applied as the variation of practical factors dictates; to adapt scientific
measurements to the oruder conditions of practice; to devise new means for utilizing or counteracting
speoific properties of earth and to improve the old ones by invention based on scientific principle; to
adapt his tools and structures to the laws of dynamic behavior explored by the scientist in his labora
tory. And finally, he has the associated responsibility of exploring the characteristics of soil, its
variation and structure as found in nature, and reporting the phenomena that will be the raw material
of further research. In short, his work if well done will from month to month establish a new starting
point for scientific study. Of course he must also scrutinize his own work at every step, test his
methods and construction procedure by the most advanced scientific understanding, and wherever possible
support the efforts of the soientist by full-sized job experimentation.
Since these highly important but separate lines of work must be carried on, it is gratifying that
scientists and engineers both have entered into soil study and that they have joined in this first
Conference. Up to the present they have worked in close oooperation and used the same language, and
this cooperation unquestionably will oontinue. For some time to come, also, we may expect that it will
be as intimate as heretofore. But when the point is reached where soil science takes up the more funda
mental aspects of its problem the two groups are certain to diverge in their activities— though, it may
be hoped, without oeasing to cooperate.
In summary, then, I wish to express the conviction that as the work of the soil soientist departs
from that of the engineer their continued cooperation and exchange of thought will become progressively
more essential, for it is only by aid of such exchange that soil knowledge oan advance as it should.
It is to be hoped that this Conference will mark the beginning of organized interaction of the two
workers, and that through the formation of active national groups concerned with soil mechanics and
soils engineering an efficient means of cooperation and interchange may be created. With such a struc
ture, centered from time to time in international conferences of the kind just concluded, the vigorous
spirit of research and progress evidenced here is certain to build a new scientific art whose results
will have large meaning to human progress.

FAREWELL ADDRESS
Dr. Ing. A. Agatz, ord. Professor. Technische Hoohschule, Berlin
At the end of the First International Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation E n g i n e e r i n g , I
would like to ask your permission to say a few words to you in the name of all the foreign members:
We have followed the call of our President, Dr. Karl von Terzaghi, and we have come to your
country from all over the world. The aim of this Conference was to lay a foundation stone for a future
cooperative work in this field of Engineering, which I hope will be successful in all countries.
Already at New York we have been received by the American Society of Civil Engineers and by the
Harvard Engineering Sooiety and greeted in the friendliest manner. We were given then the opportunity
to get an impression of the importance of the wonderful engineering structures of New York and of the
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beauties of its charming surroundings.
The same oordial hospitality was extended to us in Cambridge. Some of us oould feel younger and
were reminded of our own student days, as we oooupied the oomfortable student quarters reserved for us
at Harvard. During the many excursions and on all other occasions every possible friendly attention
was shown to us. Everyone of us will return home strongly impressed by the American hospitality.
A good remark was made during yesterday' 6 meeting by Mr. Cuperus, when he said that the interest
of the foreign members in the Conference was in an inverse relation to their number. I believe that
one could write a further equation: to obtain the interest of the foreign members in the Conference,
one should multiply their number by the distance they had to travel.
After our last official meeting tonight some of us will remain for some time longer in other parts
of your beautiful country with its wonderful engineering works. We shall then return to our homes, im
pressed by all that we have seen and bearing with us the most oharming recollections.
We have the sincere desire to express now to you all our warmest thanks for your hospitality. We
wish to you and to your country the best in everything that one oould wish, and we hope that we will
all meet again at the next Conference.

CLOSING ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT
Dr. Karl von Terzaghi, Teohnische Hochschule, Vienna
In his stimulating address, Mr. F. E. Sohmitt mentioned my own modest share in arousing the in
terest of the engineering profession in the subject of this Conference which terminates today as pro
misingly a6 it started a week ago. It was Mr. F. E. Sohmitt who established some fourteen years ago
the first contacts between my primitive laboratory in Constantinople and the American world of Engineer
ing. About six years later he wrote me that he had tried hard to adapt my methods of presentation to
the needs of the average engineer, but that his labor of love seemed to have been wasted. His appearanoe as a speaker at this table seems to indicate that he later changed his opinion. Otherwise we
would not have the benefit of his stimulating company.
When Professor Casagrande informed me last summer of his intention to organize an International
Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, I felt very pessimistic about it and I know
that Mr. Sohmitt shared my gloomy premonitions. We both believed that the time was not yet ripe for
such a daring adventure. However today, at the olose of the Conference it i6 plain that Casagrande, in
his youthful optimism, saw very much dearer than we.
First of all, the Conference gave us a bird's-eye view of the activities in the field of our en
deavours, which could not possibly have been otherwise obtained. Although I never failed to keep in
olose oontaot with new developments, I was amazed at the wealth of useful information which had escaped
my attention, and I am sure that all the other members feel the same way about it. The second outstand
ing achievement of the Conference is that it has given a powerful impetus to further observation and
researoh.
This impetus is essentially due to the enthusiastic co-operation on the part of the delegates of
twenty different countries scattered all over the globe. This joint effort represents one of the most
inspiring manifestations of international co-operation I have ever experienced. Therefore I wish first
of all to express to the delegates of the foreign countries my heartiest thanks and appreciation.
Aocording to the classification proposed by Mr. Schmitt in his address, the members of the Con
ference oan be divided into three groups. The first one includes those executives and practicing en
gineers who acoepted our invitation for the purpose of surveying the field and for the purpose of learn
ing something new and useful during the discussions. The second group consists of those who practioe
the methods of soil testing in the field in connection with individual, practical problems and the
third one oomprises the men engaged in laboratory research. On account of the divergence between the
interests of these groups, I wish to say a few words to the members of each group separately.
The practicing engineers who attended our Conference witnessed not without discomfort the final
destruction of many of their oherished illusions regarding the value of the methods of estimating bear
ing oapaoity of the earth and of piles. They could not fail to notice a growing scepticism against the
application of simple and ready-made formulae to the design of foundations. Therefore they are en
titled to ask what they are going to receive in exchange for the lost treasures. The answer is simple.
Soil Science offers medical service based on sound though very fragmentary knowledge in exchange for
the service of the medicine-man.
The Proceedings of the Conference oontain a great number of examples of the type of medioal service
which Soil Science i6 able to offer. To illustrate this statement I select an example at random. It
is the paper which wa6 read by Professor Gilboy about the settlement of earth fills on a stratified
subsoil. If the traditional medicine-man has been trusted with the investigation of the subsoil of
one of the fills described by Dr. Gilboy, he would have made a loading test on an area of one square
foot, neatly trimmed and prepared and forty-eight hours later he would have presented the prospective
owner of the dnm with a magic figure: The safe bearing value of the soil. Under this system there were
two possibilities. Either the fill stood up to the satisfaction of the owner, whereupon the reputation
of the medicine-man for achieving very useful results with surprisingly simple means still further in
creased. Or else the embankment failed. In this oase the inoident wa6 , if possible, passed over in
silence, because everybody felt guilty to some extent without being able to find out on which part of
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the entire operation the failure should be blamed. In contrast to the medioine man, Gilboy and his
associates labored for many weeks in an effort to solve their problem, and I feel sure that few among
you failed to be impressed by the results of his work. He was able to predict not only the magnitude,
but also the time rate of settlement over a period of many months with a striking degree of accuracy.
Twelve years ago when I derived the fundamental equation for this procedure I would have considered
suoh an achievement almost impossible owing to the teohnical difficulties involved. And many things
which we consider impossible today, at the meeting of our first Conference, will be commonplace ten or
twenty years hence.
However, in spite of our promising start, there is no doubt about the magnitude and the difficulty
of the work which still needs to be accomplished. Foremost among the urgent investigations ranks the
painstaking observation of full-sized structures the world over, and the comparison between the ob
served facts with what was predicted from the results of the soil investigations. In order to accumu
late the knowledge required to handle suooessfully unusually diffioult and novel problems, we must
never oease to increase our skill and experience by a scientific analysis of what oan be observed in
connection with current engineering operations. In this as well as in many other respeots we faoe the
same situation as the physioian does. Suppose a millionaire or a leading statesman falls seriously ill
and wants to be cured of his ailment. All his money and all his influenoe would not suffice to restore
his health unless the physioian had previously aoquired the necessary experience by conscientiously
dealing with the diseases of oountless humbler patients. In this analogy, the millionaire represents
our unique and expensive engineering struotures such as the construction of high dams on a compressible
and permeable base or the foundations of buildings similar to that of the Soviet Palace in Iiosoow. The
humbler patients correspond to the average run of building construction.
Hie data required to predict the performance of foundations and for a scientific analysis of ob
served phenomena must be provided by the labors of the members in the second group of Schmitt's classi
fication. They are building the solid base for our soienoe and nothing could be accomplished without
their conscientious oo-operation. To be successful in their work, they need first of all a thorough
grounding in physics, and second, an inquisitive attitude towards the ultimate purpose of their tests.
Otherwise investigation degenerates into a habit, comparable to the pious act of an old peasant woman
who was found absorbed in prayer, while kneeling in front of a mile-stone on a mountain road. When a
passing tourist asked her whioh saint this stone represented, she replied, "I don't know, but he is
certainly good for something."
The answer to the question concerning the purpose of the soil tests can only be expected from the
members of Schmitt's third group. Whatever progress we have achieved thus far originated in the labora
tory. Yet living in an atmosphere of splendid isolation in their laboratories the members of this
group are naturally inclined to underestimate the limitations of the validity of purely logioal reason
ing. Since I was for many years in a similar position, I wish to give them the following advioe drawn
from my personal experience. If they cannot resist the temptation of inventing a new theory they
should conceal their product in their files until their conclusions are confirmed by ample evidence ob
tained from laboratory experience, beoause even then, with respeot to praotioal application, their re
sults can only be oonsidered interesting possibilities, subject to subsequent confirmation by observa
tions on full-sized struotures. Premature publication of a theory may force its author to defend his
thesis as the philosopher Hegel defended one of his physical deductions. When a physicist of the ex
perimental type who attended the leoture dared to claim that Hegel's statements wore in contradiction
with the observed facts, the philosopher proudly retorted, "The worse for the faots." In the realm of
pure soienoe suoh an attitude oan be considered good sport. However when applied to engineering the
expenses involved in the sport are likely to be exoessive.
The most effioient remedy against debauoh in the line of theory consists in an intimate contact
with the men in the field. In order to establish suoh a contaot on a world-wide scale, our Conferenoe
was organized. For the benefit of those who are not familiar with suoh organizations I wish to say that
eaoh one oonsists of two parts.
One part is supposed to get its meals at regular hours, to be clean and shaved and to get a
reasonable amount of sleep. When appearing before the audienoe this part of the organization is ex
pected to produce the erroneous impression, that the show was stp.ged without any serious effort. This
impression should serve to encourage the calling in of another conference through the initiative of
those present. This part of the organization is oalled the President.
The seoond one has the ominous title "Conmittee on Organization". Sinoe I never served as a
member of a Committee on Organization I can only tell you what I saw during the last six months. The
unfortunate members of this Committee worked evory day from 9 a.m. to 2 a.m., seven days per week. They
sacrificed soul and body to what you experienced as organization, and they discarded the fact that they
are human beings. During a period of six months they not only handled the crushing amount of routine
work oonnected with the Conferenoe, but in addition they developed the most successful plan for running
the Conferenoe whioh I have ever seen in operation. It is oertainly astounding that they survived the
ordeal. Through their personal saorifioe they have oontributed more towards stimulating universal co
operation in our field of endeavour, than any amount of printed material could have aooomplished. There
fore I cannot think of any more appropriate olose for this address than to propose a rising vote of
thanks to Casagrande and his assooiates.

